
Application Example

Live Venue
with digital split

The Requirement
A high quality 64ch mixing system to match the venue high end PA system and provide both 
FoH and Monitor engineers with all the tools they need and flexibility in one package.

The Solution
The iLive systems and ME personal mixing system are on the same Dante network which 
also connects to the house PA. All sources from the Monitor system are sent over Cat5 to 
the resident FoH iLive mixer or third party Dante-enabled mixer brought in by visiting acts.
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A mix of wedge and in-ear monitors is typically 
used on stage. ME-1 personal mixers can take 
up to 40 sources from Cat5 and mix locally, 
saving precious busses on iLive. 

 

iLive 

All events are captured on a laptop and 
the recording offered to visiting bands.

ACE

A PL remote enables access to 
BGM levels and source selection 

when the Surface is not in use. 

A modular iLive Surface allows for 
more I/O at FoH, including digital AES 

I/O for external FX processors or 
loudspeaker controllers.

The iLive MixPad iPad app gives 
access to all key mixing 
functions and frees the engineer 
from the mixing position.
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iLive Editor
A laptop running iLive Editor is used to 
rearrange strip layout and type in channel 
names during or even before soundcheck.
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A Network connection to the iDR allows the 
ME-U to pick up and broadcast channel 
names and stereo flags from the iLive.
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A standard router or AP gives 
wireless access to both FoH 

and Monitor systems.

Performers who prefer a touch 
interface can control their own 

mix via the iPad OneMix app.
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Up to 64 mic inputs on stage over a 
single Cat5 cable up to 120m long.
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